Publications

Voices: A Postgraduate Approach to Interdisciplinarity
Chapter: Religious Voices from Virtual Communities in the Internet
Cambridge Scholars Publishing
In Press

Leisure Time in Second Life: Cultural Differences and Similarities
Proceedings of the International Conference on Cyberworlds
Singapore, October 2010

Cultural Studies Within Immersive Environments in the Internet: A Methodology Through Avatar
Proceedings of the 9th European Conference on e-Learning
Instituto Superior de Engenharia do Porto Portugal, November 2010
Ed. Paula Escudeiro

Papers Presented at Conferences and Workshops

• 2010 International Conference on CYBERWORLDS
Title: Leisure Time in Second Life: Cultural Differences and Similarities.
Singapore
20 - 22 October

• ECEL 2010 Title: Cultural Studies within Virtual Environments in the Internet:
A Methodology through Avatars
Porto, Portugal
4-5 November

• ICOMP’10 - The 2010 International Conference on Internet Computing
Title: Working in Virtual Communities in the Internet:
Fulfilling real fantasies through virtual lives
Las Vegas, Nevada. USA
12-15 July 2010

- Moving Forward

Title: Virtual Communities in Internet: A Cross-Cultural Study through Religion

University of Aberdeen, Scotland

21 - 22 July 2009

- Communicating Change: Weaving the Web into the Future

Title: Cross Cultural Ethnographic Research in Virtual Communities

University of Glasgow, Scotland

8-10 June 2009

- Workshop on learning and research in Second Life

Internet Research 9.0

Copenhagen

October 2008

- Virtual Worlds 08 Conference

University of Stirling

Scotland

October 2008